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Campus catches cold
as temperaturesfall
by Andy Paul
Staff Writer

Cold season is here, and with it an influx of students like this one at Cutler
Health Center. ((george NS egler Photo)

•

the daily
vol.89,no.17

Cold season has officially
begun and Betsy Allin, associate director for nursing and
education services, said Cutler
Health Center is receiving more
cases of the common cold than
expected this fall.
We always start off the year
with a lot of colds," Allin said.
"But right at the moment we
have more than usual."
Although Allin said the beginning of the school year is the
peak of the cold season, she felt
this year the peak is a little
early.
"I think it's a result of 5.000
people living very close together. There are lots of colds
in the public school system.
too." she said.
Allin said there are many
students who think they have
colds, but are really suffering
from allergy symptoms.

The Inter-Dorm Board refrigerator
program will undergo new changes to
prevent the disorganization experienced this year, Gordon Ulrickson,
president of 1.D.B., said Wednesday to
19 dorm and complex representatives.
"This year's program is a total
disaster," said Ulrickson.
"Last semester's refrigerators were
returned dirty, undefrosted and some
weren't returned. This year, the contract a student signs specifies how the
refrigerator is to be returned," he
said.
If refrigerator pieces are missing,
the student must pay for them. For
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example, a missing icccube tray costs
$2.50, a drip tray under the freezer
costs $3 and the total cost for an
unreturned refrigerator is $75.
"We also did not order enough
refrigerators from Collegiate Products Inc. that supplies them, so some
students who received our summer
mailer and paid the deposite have not
received theirs yet," Ulrickson said.
finding
also
still
are
"We
refrigerators that haven't been returned from last semester."
In related business, the I.D.B.
movies which were not ordered in time
for the beginning of this semester will
begin next week.
Fear No Evil will be shown at 7 and 9
p.m. in Little Hall on Wednesday Sept.

30. and in 100 Nutting on Tuesday,
Oct. 1
Excalibur will be shown the
following week in the same rooms at 8
p.m. only.
In other business, Ulrickson said
that each complex must decide how it
wants to divide up the money it has
before any can be allocated by I.D.B.
Each complex has $2 per student to
work with and in the past has allocated
half of the money to the dorms and
half to the complex.
The complex with the most money to
allocate is Wells, which has $2,310.
Stodder, with 712 residents, has
$1,424.
"This year, we are going to have
more organization," Ulrickson said.

National Geographicfunds eelstudy
by John Toole
Staff Writer
The zoology department has shared
in a $120.000 grant for research on eel
The
migration and reproduction.
money was provided by the National
Science Foundation and the National
Geographic Society.
Zoology Professor James McCleave,
who is directing the research, said the
NSF provided the funds to pay for the
55.000 per-day fee for the use of a
ship. The project took three weeks to
complete.
McCleave said the aid was not made
directly to UMO. but was shared by
He said the
three universities.
University of Miami received the
money because it was the base of
operations for the project.
McCleave added that the National
Geographic Society gave $16,000 in
aid for the research and is currently
preparing a press release on the

(See Colds p. 2)
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IDB revises refrigerator policy
By Wendy Barrett
Staff Writer

"The beginning of the year is
a high time for pollen, too," she
said.
Allin estimated the health center has been receiving 200 visits a
day the past few days, the vast
majority being colds and other
upper respiratory infections. She
noted there is no cure for the
common cold and said . Cutler
usually prescribes aspirin,
decongestants, extra sleep, and a
good diet.
Allin said in addition to the
rapid change in temperature,
stress may contribute to the rise
of colds.
"Stress does reduce the body's
defenses to any cold infection,"
she said. "Freshmen in particular are under the stress of the
first days of school. This is a
contributing Factor."
Although many respiratory infections, such as bronchitis, are

James McCleave
results of the project.
"They tend to support research that
relates to the kind of thing they like to
publish in the magazine," McCleave
said.

The idea for the research came from
Robert Kleckner, a post-doctoral
associate at UMO. Kleckner suggested eels may spawn along a
thermal or temperature front, where
me surface temperature of the water
changes abruptly.
McCleave said eels migrate to the
Sargasso Sea where they reproduce.
but no one has pinpointed the spot.
The research was directed toward
finding that location.
"We went out last February." he
said. "We found the two separate
water masses--the front moves north
in the spring and south in the fall.
"We didn't find any larvae at all.
Across the traverse (division) we
found some week-old larvae and some
eggs."
McCleave said the findings are
preliminary and he would like to study
the eel migrations further. This could
be a problem because funding for the
NSF has been reduced in the federal
budget, he said.

Soda made
available
in commons
by Andy Paul
Staff Writer
Next week students will see
the reappearance of soda machines in the dining halls, said
Dr. Thomas Aceto, vice president for student affairs.
Aceto said the decision, which
is a reversal of a Residential Life
decision made over the summer
to remove the soda machines, is
an issue of process, not substance.
"It's not an issue over the
correctness of the decision (to
remove the soda)," Aceto said.
"I thought it was a correct
decision. But the stuents should
be notified beforehand."
The Inter-Dormitory Board
and the six student complex
boards will advise Residential
Life as to whether the soda
machines will stay or not.
Ross Moriarty. director of
Residential Life, said he will
work with the complex boards to
get student input.
"We are putting the soda
back because the students were
not consulted," Moriarty said.
But it's still nutritionally unsound (soda in the dining
halls)."
Charlie Mercer, president of
student government, said he
had written a letter to Aceto
asking that he reconsider Residential Life's decision to
remove the soda.
"We think that at 18 years of
age, one should be able to
decide if he wants soda.—
Mercer said.
them a choice."
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*Police Blotter *
An Orono resident reported he
was bitten by a dog which was
tied to a car parked in the night
parking lot of the bookstore annex. He said he tried to pet the
dog, a golden Labrador retriever,
and the dog bit him, causing the
thumb on his left hand to bleed.
Marty Gervais, of Lambda Chi
Alpha fraternity was summoned
Tuesday for discharging a
firearm in Orono. Police went to
Lambda Chi to check on a complaint of shots being fired from
Upon
the fraternity house.
arrival, police heard several gun
shots coming from the second
floor. Police entered the house
and met Gervais who said "you
looking for me?" Gervais said he
was adjusting the weapon and

tiring into a pile of dirt located a
short distance from the fraternity. The rifle was turned over to
the police.

A Kennebec resident reported a
missing opal ring valued at $500.
The ring had been left in her
jewelry box in her forth floor
room about two weeks ago. It is
described as a three-opal gold
band, size 5, with blue tinted
stones.
A UMO employee reported a
missing vacuum cleaner from the
The
Memorial Gymnasium.
cleaner, valued at $588, was left
in the west end of the gym Friday
night and was reported missing
Saturday morning.

Colds

Lowclown
Thursday, sept. 24
SUPERPERSON
Noon
workshop: Dave Lee, S.H.O.P.,
speaks on "Assertiveness and the
College Student," in the Sutton
Lounge of the Memorial Union.
3:10 p.m. Freshman Seminar
Prof. Julia M.
in Advising:
Watkins speaks on "Oportunities
for students majoring in
socioloty and social welfare" in
120 Little Hall.
4:00 p.m. Maine Voice of
Energy meeting featuring the film
Energy 2000, in the North Lown
Room of the Memorial Union.
6:00 p.m. Meeting of the Undergraduate Business Association
(UBA)in 130 Little. All business
and economic majors are
welcome.
7-9:00 p.m. College fair in the
fieldhouse of the Memorial Gym.
7:30 p.m. Women's ice hockey
club meeting in the North Bangor
Lounge of the Memorial Union.
7:30 p.m. Classical dances of
India by Indrani and Sukanya in
Hauck Auditorium.

University
Cinemas
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Deneuve, Depardieu,
Truffaut. A story of love
and conflict
"Truffaut at his very best.
A film ofexceptional beauty
and cony iction."
--Janet Maslin, New York
Times

The Last Metro
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Continued from page 11
treated at Cutler, Allin said
many students with minor colds
can treat themselves. At Cutler
there is a "self-treatment
table" which provides students
with information on how to
decide whether a cold is selftreatable as well as mild remedies such as aspirin and salt to
gargle with. If a student has a
fever, a very sore throat, an
earache, or chest pains, selftreatment is not recommended.
But instructions at the table
suggest rest, fluids, and some
non-prescription remedies for
cold relief.

$2 million donated
toforestry programs
ORONO, Maine (AP)-Donors have
pledged more than $2 million to
finance forestry programs at the
University of Maine at Orono, school
officials said.
The endowments include $1 million
from a Bangor couple associated with
the Dean River Co., and a similar-sized gift from a fund formed by the
makers of Apple computers.
UMO President Paul Silverman said
the gifts will help make the nation's
oldest undergraduate forestry program "the top forestry school in the
country."
Currently 700 undergraduates and 6
graduate students are enrolled in the
university's forestry program.
An official announcement of the gift
is scheduled Thursday at the Augusta
meeting of University of Maine
trustees.
Curtis and Ruth Hutchins of Bangor
will donate $1 million over the next
four years, officials said. Hutchins is
chairman and former president of the
Dead River Co., which owns and
manages large land tracts in northern

Maine.
Hutchins attended the school's
forestry program in 1930, after
graduating from Williams college in
Massachusetts.
UMO officials said another milliondollar-sized gift has been pledged by
the Holt Foundation Fund, to be
financed from a sale of Apple stock.
The Holt fund was founded by the
family that formed the computer firm,
including Dr. Frederick Holt of
Albany. N.Y. who summers in Maine.

CAMPUS
CRIER
WANTED. Secretary for small
Bangor law office. Dic taphone.
Salary based on experience.
947-8666.

EARN UP TO $11,000
IN COLLEGE.
In the Army Reserve, you can earn around $7,000 over
four years of college for working part-time just one weekend
a month and two weeks a year. plus two summers of training at an Army post. Many units also offer a bonus of up to
$4.000 toward your tuition. After graduation, you'll have
a valuable skill and work experience.

For more information call 942-7153

ALWAYS FLOWERS
Corner
Mill & Main St.

Orono

866-3115
Free delivery to campus
on orders $10.00 or more
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FIRST QUALITV
AT LOW PRICES
VEAZIE VILLAGE
942-8111
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Seniors!

lour time is here! You may now sign up for our senior
portrait sitting in Lord Hall outside the journalism office.
These sittings and your cop,for the 1982 I'll I.I are
offered to ou at NO CH1RGE
l`r
You are under no obligation to purchase an'.. Ilo%4
they make great Christmas gifts!
Philomena Baker at Baker Studios uill be lour
IC photographer on the third floor at the I nion.
Remember,sign up one week prior for time and dale in
Lord Hall. Sitting dates: Oct.5-168:00-5:00
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Students attend Nebraska convention
by Robin Stoutamyer
Staff Writer
Eight University of Maine at
Orono students participated in
the seventh Student Alumni
sociation convention Sept. 1013 in Lincoln, Neb.
Charlie Mercer, president of
student government, and Laurie
Gordon. president of the Student
Alumni Association, made the
trip along with seniors Pam Worth, John McCoy, Ray Audie, and
Eleanor Gross and sophomores
Susan Hall and Scott Harrison,
all of SAA.
"The trip was very enjoyable,"
Mercer said. "We attended all
kinds of meetings and found out
what students can do to help
other students."
The convention consisted of 24
seminars at which the students
from UMO and 35 other schools
sat down and discussed problems
they had dealt with and possible
solutions.
"As president of SAA, I attended presidential conferences
where we talked about chapter
problems and techniques," Gordon said. "I also had a chance to,

vote on a bid."
The bidding process consisted
of three schools involved with the
convention, which put in a bid to
host the next convention. The
schools presented slide shows and
Each SAA
presentations.
president attending the convention discussed the candidates with
the other members from their
school and voted for the school
that the group thought was best
qualified. Indiana University will
hold next year's convention.
The trip cost $650 per person.
Each person attending the convention paid $100 of his own
money and the profits earned
from sales of the survival
kits, which are distributed by
SAA during finals week, covered
the rest of the costs.
The SAA's philosophy is
"students helping students - past,
present and future". This is accomplished by having tailgate
parties at the UMO football
games and participating in
Homecoming Weekend activities.

Eight UMO students and their advisor Nancy Dysart pose with the official
"Cornhusker" at the National Student Alumni Association convention recently
held in Lincoln, Nebraska. The UMO Student Alumni delegates from left to
right are: (bottom) Pam Worth, Laurie Gordon, Sue Hall (top) John McCoy,
Nancy Dysart, the "Cornhusker," Eleanor Gross, Scott Harrison, Ray Audie,
and Charlie Mercer.

Other SAA projects include the
"Good Stuff" packages, survival
kits and many activities and services for the admissions office.

WANTED:
Editor for this year's it/nine Review.
t 110's literary magazine. tpplication
forms in journalism department. 107
Lord Hall. Deadline for applications;

MEXICO TO GO!

Tidtriail FLAT

October 2.

Frida
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Our entire Lunch & Dinner menu is now available for TAKE-OUT
We 'le brought Ve.vicii to Bangor Now you cuts take ile %fel,
him' with von. uw risit our spacious air conditioned
is here for ion
The Rest of
Dining Rooms
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Chicken tact,. Beef tact), Cheese Lnchilada.
Guaconole Salad. Rice& Brans.

$1

CO MARGA1UTAS

OVEN QUESADILLA. . . 2.15

TORTILLA FLAT
tangy 277 STATE STET
chopped
onions,
with
filled
flour
tortilla
A
942.7440
cheese, and render beef fried on both sides to
perfection and covered with SWICe and inched
cheese.
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Dancing every Thursday, Friday end Saturday evening. Beginning
t;
t; September
1981.

17,

Welcome yourparents
with love & flowers!!

t;

In the fine tradition of

Bangor Floral Co.
! Weekend Special

e .
IL4.all

s. .7F
)

Budvase delivered to your parents room
-14.99 including delivery- if ordered by
Friday noon

it\‘-.. ih.
V

This weekend when your parents say "Where are we going to
eat?," let them take you to the Lucerne Inn. They'll enjoy the
food and familiar atmosphere. They'lllove to dance to the music
ofthe 1940's and50.fGet out on the floor yourself. Youjusi
g

(1)! might like it.)
Dinner from 5p.m. to 9. Dancing Thursday Friday, and
Saturday evenings from 7p.m.

Call 945-4569 or 827- 7830
996 State St. Bangor

g

LET YOUR PARENTS HEAR THE MUSIC
THEYGREW UP WITH

33 So. Main St. Old Town
(1
--"(7
o

The Lucerne Inn on Rte. 1A between Bangor and Ellsworth.
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Opinion
Left turn on red

Partisan funding
The student government cabinet has, once again,
taken it upon themselves to cut the funding of a
group for reasons that don't quite square with the
truth.
At this week's cabinet meeting, the funding of the
Maine Peace Action Committee was refused because
some members of the cabinet felt that MPAC was a
'partisan' group.
Unfortunately, the members of the cabinet who
voted against MPAC seem to feel that the cause of
peace is a 'partisan' cause. This cannot be further
from the truth.
Anti-war sentiments transcend party and
ideological lines, as this country fully experienced
during the closing days of the Vietnam war
peace movement's opposition was based on the
morality of the conflict in Vietnam then, just as it is
based in morality today. To deem it 'partisan' is to
miss the point of the movement.
The fight for world peace by groups like MPAC
and the Friends Peace Action Committee is a nonpartisan and largely apolitical movement that has
only one objective in mind: stopping violence on a
global scale. If the student government considers this
noble effort to be partisan perhaps they should reexamine the meaning of the word.
While MPAC,in its newsletters and programs, has
opposed such things as the United States intervention
in El Salvador and the apartheid policy of South Af-

rica, it has also opposed "socialist" interventions in
and Cambodia. The
is not based on any
things
these
of
all
to
opposition
partisan feeling of the group; it is based in a moral
conviction stated by the group to end injustice in the
world.
For this reason, MPAC cannot be put in the same
category as groups like the young democrats and the
young republicans. In its endorsements of candidates in elections, MPAC has always disregarded
political party lines and thrown its support behind
the candidate it felt best represented its interest in the
world, whether that person was a member of the
democratic, republican or citizen's party.
For this reason alone, the cabinet's decision to
deny funding to the group should be overturned by
the senate. The cabinet's interpretation of the
student government constitution and its stipulation
about funding partisan groups was ill-informed, if
not down-right erroneous.
MPAC is a group that tries to give students a different view of the world, an alternative to views and
news interpretations offered in papers like the
Bangor Daily News or the Boston Globe.
If the group is denied the funding by the senate, it
will be one more alternative view that will no longer
reach students in their striving for truth.
the countries of Afghanistan

(P.F.)
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STEPHEN BETTS

Amber waves
ofstrip mines
I am writing to express my
satisfaction with the job
President Reagan has done in the
past nine months.
I admit I had my doubts when
he was seeking election, but he
proved me wrong.
Take, for instance, Reagan's
pledge to eliminate waste and
inefficiency in government spending, like the school lunch
program. I always thought three
meals a day for poverty-stricken
children were too many (By the
way, can Ron and Nancy see
themselves in the $200,000 china
she recently bought?).
And silly me thinking he wasn't
sensitive to the problems of
minorities. Your opposition to
the Civil Rights Act is correct.
We all know people like George
Wallace and groups like the Ku
Klux Klan don't exist anymore
(Which group wearing white
sheets endorsed him last summer?).
I think I speak for all
Americans when I say how
pleased I am with the quality of
people he has brought to the
capitol. Our country is much better off with men such as James
Watt, Alexander Haig and a
woman like Sandra O'Connor.
With James Watt in office,
some day we will be able to
change the lyrics of "America"
to "from nuke to glowing nuke,"
and "for amber waves of strip
mines."
Since John (the Duke) Wayne
is off in that big ranch in the sky I
am happy he chose General Haig
as Secretary of State. His determination to stamp out repressive
regimes in Moscow and Hanoi
should be applauded. At the
same time he shows friendship to
good allies like El Salvador and
South Korea. What a guy.
His choice of Sandy to sit on
the Supreme Court was another
master stroke. With so many fine
women to choose from it takes
talent to select a justice who wants to roll back all the civil liberties
won in the Warren years.
I could go on forever but my
space is limited. Let me finish by
stating my overall support for all
his policies and how I have so
much optimism for the future.
We may have masses of poor in
the streets crying for luxuries
such as bread and milk, we may
spend billions putting missiles on
old Amtrak trains under Nevada,
and we may be a society for the
elite -but damn we can be proud
we're AMERICANS.

Stephen Betts is a senior
journalism major from Stoning
ton. Maine.
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Dancersfrom India
perform tonight
Indrani and Sukanya, mother
and daughter from India, will
dance at Hauck Auditorium,
Memorial Union, SepteMber 24,
1981 at 7:30 p.m..
Once cited by the New York
Times as "One of the most
brilliant and joyful presentations
of Indian Classical Dance", the
program is being sponsored by
the Hannibal Hamlin MultiCultural Exchange Center and
admission is FREE.
Indrani, one of India's most
distinguished and vibrant dancers, is the daughter of a famous
dancer, Ragini Devi, an
American who married an Indian and who did as much to help
revive classical dance in India as
she did to introduce it to the
United States.
Indrani has been dancing since
the age of five and has performed
around the world several times
and danced on all five continents.
In America she has completed
eight performing tours with her
ensemble of dancers and musicians and performed in a joint
program with her daughter
Sukanya.
Indrani has taught Indian dance at Juilliard, Harvard, SUNY
at Purchase, Brooklyn College,
Jacob's Pillow Festival and New
York University.
Sukanya was trained by her
mother, lndrani, at a very early
age before she left for Paris to
study painting at the Ecole des
Beaux Arts. She then accepted a
scholorship to study with Martha
Graham in New York before
returning to Indian dancing.
Sukanya has also performed in
colleges throughout North
America, toured India. Europe,
and South America both in her
solo dance program and in shared
concerts with Indrani.
Sukanya has taught Indian
dance as a guest faculty member
at Brooklyn College.
Indrani and Sukanya have
been chosen, as one of America's
finest professional dance companies, to participate in the
National Endowment for the
Art's Dance Touring Program,
which enables them to conduct
Sukanya is performing with her
residency programs in schools
Indrani tonight in Hauck
mother,
and colleges throughout the
Auditorium.
United States.
by Robert Thompson

FLASH!!!

Black a success in art
Most everyone at UMO has seen the works of Orono's Paul Black, from his
monthly calendar at Barstan's to posters for upcoming plays in the area.
A native of Bangor and 1977 UMO graduate with a B.A. in Art, Black is now a
commercial free-lance artist. He started out his career silkscreening t-shirts after
graduating from college. This line of work didn't pay well, but kept him involved
in art, a part of Black's life which he considers top priority. Since then Black
says, "there hasn't been a time when work wasn't there."
Some of his works over the years have included logos for Bangor businesses,
the monthly Barstan's calendar (which he still does), posters for the Acadia
Repertory Theater, Bangor Community Theater, and Maine Masque, and
illustrations, one of which appeared in "Wooden Boat" Magazine.
Trying to do as much as he can is one aspect of Black's life for which he strives.
For the past 15 years he has been playing in bands as a bass player, the current
band being Randy Hawkes and the Overtones. He feels playing has given another
outlet for his creative abilities and also allows him to work on projects during the
day and play music at night.
This past summer Black lived in Seal Harbor where he experimented with oil
painting. Though he did some while at UMO,it is a new art form for Black and
one which he is learning by himself. He says he would rather paint than do commercial design because the medium is more flexible and allows for greater
freedom in representation. Since his return to Orono two weeks ago, Black has
started to work on a combination of commercial art projects and oil paintings at
his studio-apartment in Orono.

by Kathy Snow

This Paul Black painting is of Treemont, ME.(Weggler photo)

Coming Events
THURSDAY,SEPT. 24:
6:30 p.m. Film making as an art, by Michael Lewis, assistant professor of art
in 202 Carnegie.
9:00 p.m. A meeting of the Science Fiction and Fantasy Club, F.F.A. Room,
Memorial Union. All aliens are welcome.
FRIDAY,SEPT. 25:
7 & 9:30 p.m. SEA movie, Raging Bull in Hauck Auditorium.
8:15 p.m. Faculty Chamber Concert, Lord Hall. Admission $1.
7:30 p.m. Student/Faculty Variety Show, BCC Union.
SATURDAY,SEPT. 26:
9:00 a.m. Parents and Friends Weekend, Organizational Fair on the Mall.
8:00 p.m. Dance, Twentieth Centure Music Ensemble and Sound Trac,
Memorial Gym.
7 & 9:30 p.m. SEA movie Seems Like Old Times, Hauck Auditorium
SUNDAY,SEPT. 27:
7:00 p.m. Academy Award film, it Happened One Night, 101 F /M.

SEA CONCERT
FEATURING:
The Blend
Jonathan Edwards
Orleans
Homecoming Weekend October 10th In the Pit.

MONDAY,SEPT. 28:
4:00 p.m. Mary McCarthy reading her own works, 201 E/M.
TUESDAY,SEPT. 29:
8:15 p.m. Student Trumpet Recital by Bret Vicary, Hauck Auditorium.
2:10 p.m. Composer Otto Luening in a lecture/demonstration in Lord Hall.
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Shaw Brothers to perform
at Barstan's Restaurant
This weekend Barstan's Restaurant
and Lounge will feature the music and
humor of the Shaw Brothers. The
Shaw Brothers are a professional duo,
from the recording company Brandywine Productions of Durham, NH.
Andy Donahue, manager and owner
of Barstan's, is ecstatic about the
booking he finally secured for this
weekend.
"I think people are going to be
blown away by the quality of this
band," Donahue said.
"If I were a good business
manager," Donahue said, "I wouldn't
have booked this band because they are
way out of our price range. I paid five
times more than I've ever paid for any
other band."
Donahue explained the Shaw
Brothers don't usually play in bars and
it took several phone calls to convince
the band the engagement would be
worth while.
The Shaw Brothers have played at
over three hundred colleges and ,
universities as well as many major
night clubs, state fairs and festivals
from coast to coast. They have also
appeared on network TV shows like

the Mike Douglas Show, the Tonight
Show, the ABC Wide World of Entertainment Show and the Jerry Lewis
Telethon.
The Shaw Brothers, with their
unique blend of traditional and contemporary music have also gained
recognition abroad, in Canada, Great
Britain, Japan and Korea. LThey
feature a variety of instruments and
styles intermixed with humor, stories
and poems.
Rick and Ron, the brothers, have
been performing together for the past
ten years and they have recorded
albums on labels like RCA Records,
Columbia Records, Mainstream
Records and Joy Records. Prior to this
time the brothers were members of
singin g acts like The Brandywine
Singers, The Hillside Singers; who
recorded "I'd Like To Teach The
World To Sing," and the Pozo Seco
Singers.
"It's nice to have a band like this in
a bar room atmosphere," Donahue
said, "and I'm hoping that people will
realize what type of show the Shaw
Brothers offer and, and will come."
by Katrina Morgan
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Did you say ...
You are looking for something
different?!?!

Nichols Eye Glass Center
292 State Street,Bangor
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Recording artists, Rick and Ron Shaw, will be playing at Barstan's this
weekend.

102 PARK ST. * ORONO, MAINE

Glad to be serving the University
New Campus Ministry
Search for Truth Student
Fellowship
meets Friday 7:30p.m. Memorial
Union F.F.A.Room
Dates
Sept. 25, Oct. 2, 9, 23, 30, Nov. 6, 13, 20.
Sept. 25th Speaker: Dr. Patten of Eastern
Maine Medical Center Purpose:
Worship & spirit filled ministry •
Individual Bible Studies are also offered.
For more information contact:
S.F.T.S. F. Box 29 28 Old Town,Me.04468
or call 394-4311
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Women'sIce Hockey Club
Meeting: For all old members,
new members welcome!
Thursday September 24, 1981 7:00 p.m.
Memorial Union, North Bangor Lounge
For more information call 866-4845
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Community
Here are some of the facts you ought to know about
your new TimeOut
• Open 11a.m. daily
• Serving complete lunch, Dinner Menu

Burgers, Fries, Fish,
Chicken, 4 sizes Fresh Dough Pon Pizza , Mexican food
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• Complete Bar service, Draft beer, pitchers

• Professional Happy Hour, 3-5 Daily
Fire up Happy Hour 8-9 nightly
Complete entertainment center (includes wide screen

T.V.
with VCR and cable, game room, DJ. on all night
long from 8:00, featuring anything you woo)

Free Delivery to campus, 5p.m.to midnight,
7nights a week. 866-4500
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Time Out for entertainment

Adultery
French style
Jean-Charles Tacchella really score,
with Cousin, Cousine, his French
comedy about adultery. Film director,
have come a long way from when they
seriously thought wives went mad
when their husbands screwed around.
The film starts with a wedding. Uncle Claude gets drunk, Ma man dances
with anyone who's around, and Marthe, our heroine, tries not to notice
while her pitiful, wimpy, little husband
is lured by our anti-heroine Karoline.

Film

As the picture draws to a close, Marthe and Ludovic get more and more intense. They begin to go shopping and
swimming openly. They disappear for
days at a time from their homes and
the family starts to understand what is
really going on.
•

They have shared the stage
with such stars as Della Reese,
Judy Collins, Cass Elliot and the
Kingston Trio, to name a few.
This is definitely a show that
should not be missed.

STEVE UNDERWOOD will
be entertaining with piano and
vocals Friday and Saturday in the
Piano Bar. Steve is a recent
UMO grad and formerly with R
& B Street and Avenfield.

On Monday and Tuesday Barstans has RANDY HAWKES
OVERTONES. This band has
been together for twelve years
and they're always a favorite with

Buy the
University

antlARAT/SADE
r 3
ArlEram

Finely made leather,
indian clothing,
jewelery,stain glass,

Theatre Season!

Maine coon t-shirts,
pottery, cards,etc...

Season Tickets :
$11.00 Students
$15.00 Non-students

Custom Work

If you're more inclined toward
quieter fare, check out Barstans
UPSTAIRS PIANO BAR.
MARK NORTHAM will be
playing on Wednesday and Thursday.
Mark has achieved
noteriety as one of the finest jazz
pianists in the state. After a cross
country tour including New
Orleans and San Francisco, Mark
is back in Orono and can be
heard every Wednesday and
Thursday at Barstans.

University of Maine at Orono
Department ofTheatre/Dance presents

--.........--,-...-...-....-....-....-..-......--._,_-...-...--,1
SDAIVC1
Ne
LEATHER
24 Main Street
Orono 866-4209

THE SEARSMONT STREET
BAND will be singing their
farewell to Orono, Wednesday
and Thursday.
Their unique
blend of country swing and rock
and roll is certainly going to be
missed by Maine audiences.

Friday and Saturday bring a
rare club appearence from THE
SHAW BROTHERS. Accompanying themselves on a variety
of instruments THE SHAW
BROTHERS' serve up a rare
breed of traditional and contemporary music, much like that of
SCHOONERFARE.

one of the back bedrooms all evening
long, and before that they made out on
the dance floor in front of the children!
This film is amazing because though
you feel like you should be happy for
Marthe and Ludovic in the end, they
get upstaged by Karoline, Pascal and
the rest of the family, who for some
unknown reason have gotten
Halloween masks for Christmas, and
have spent the evening ramming
around scaring each other in the living
room. In fact they've made adultery
seem like nothing at all.
by Andrea Saunders

The end comes when the family
gathers for a Christmas eve party.
Marthe and Ludovic decide to publicly
get even with their adulterous mates.
They announce that they are in love
and are leaving with each other for
good. But by the time they go, you're
glad to see them leave. They've been in

c
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the dancing crowd. There are
specials on Draught Beer (50C)
Monday, and Hieneken Bottles
($1.00) Tuesday, if your palate is
a bit more refined.

Whatever you do , don't miss
Barstan's this coming week. They
will present their third annual
Gala Birthday Celebration with a
diversity of top notch entertainment and specials. It all starts to
night with ONE LAST SWING,
Orono's own rythmn and blues
swing band that never fails to
kick out the kind of musical
energy that gets people out of
their seats and on to the dance
floor.

At every wedding, funeral, and
holiday, the family has these gettoget hers which turn into amazing occasions of Bacchanalian splendor. Uncle Claude stands up on the table and
drops his pants in front of the whole
extended family. Mart he's husband,
Pascal,jumbs in the bushes three times
with Karoline while Karoline's
husband, Ludovic, meets and falls in
love with Marthe. If you're confused
by now you needn't be. Just look at
the beautiful scenery.

Karoline is already seeing a
pyschologist at the beginning of the
film so you have to forgive her when
she starts wandering around talking to
herself, tying bows on cars, and
forgeting herself with other men. But
Pascal is nothing but a worthless creep.
He runs around on Marthe all the time
time and then feigns illness when he
realizes his wife is doing the same.

by JoA nn Parker

BABSTAN'S CELEBRATES
THIRD BIRTHDAY

Review

As the story unfolds you'll realize
that Marthe and Ludovic, the two
"wronged" partners of the marriages,
become spiritual elitists together while
their two mates become visible weirdos.

Italian food, to meat and potatoes.
The menu also offers Mexican foods,
for those who enjoy it," added Foster.
Time-Out has a complete D.J.
booth, with a large dance floor and
plenty of room for a band. The music
played is contemporary to rock & roll.
"It is not 'disco'," he said. "We are
contemplating getting a live band for a
Friday and/or Saturday night, but
that's for the future, hopefully the near
future," Foster said.
The menu is now being run off and it
will be distribulted throughout the
university campus for those students
who want to order out. Time-Out will
also offer an order out service,
charging nothing for the delivery. "It
won't really be any extra cost, since we
are so close to the campus," he said.

For entertainment of all kinds-from
a quiet dinner to electronic games or a
night of dancing, just look out your
back window for the Time-out
restaurant.
Time-Out is a new restaurantentertainment center open in Orono.
What use to be Luna Base is now the
setting for this exciting, innovating
place. The inside has been completely
renovated to accommodate several different kinds of entertainment, said Ned
Foster, Time-Out's owner.
"We are able to cater to the college
crowd, professionals, and families,"
Foster said. The menu offers
something for everyone. There is
anything from a 59C hamburger to a
super-size pizza, for the college students who want something different. As
for families, they can come in and have
a three course meal from seafood, to

AND SAVE!

Saving of $5.00 over
buying individual
tickets for each

Season books go on sale at the
Union Box Office beginning
Sept. 30thfrom II-2p.m. daily.

production.
Tickets on sale now:
at advance box office
in Union & in 270 Stevens
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James Mapes
hypnotizes
audience
Some bands, performing in Hauck
Auditorium, have inspired people to
dance. Hypnotist James J. Mapes may
be the first to do it by speaking. Using
members of the audience as his props,
Mapes demonstrated techniques of
hypnosis to a full auditorium last
Friday.
"The people who weren't hypnotized laughed at the people who
were," said UMO student Sue Fortin.
"But the ones that were hypnotized
thought they were the best ballerinas in
the world and didn't listen to the
audience.Mapes began the show by relaxing
the audience, instructing them to close
their eyes and focus on his voice. To
determine those susceptible to hypnosis
he did various experiments throughout
this relaxation procedure. By these
experiments he chose 40 individuals
out of the 500 present and told them to
dance their way to the stage.
"Besides providing entertainment, I
want the show to destroy the myths
that surround hypnosis," Mapes said.
"Most of these false beliefs come from
films and literature. Webster defines
hypnosis as a `sleep-like-state' which is
very misleading."
Eleven years ago Mapes studied
hypnosis in Europe. After mastering
this art he took to the road, visiting
college campuses and cities across the

2.,iLtek

Down Under Record
& Audio
35 Main St. Downtown Bangor
Bangor's Alternative Music Store
Open 9:30-5:00 Mon. thru Sat.
Fridays 9:30-9:00

nation. He has given over 1000 performances in the past five years alone.
One of the most popular experiments he did on Friday involved bringing
woman back through time. Mapes
chose the woman because she believed
in reincarnation. Bringing her through
imaginary tunnels and doors, which
the woman thought to be real, Mapes
discovered the woman had a past life in
Dublin, Ireland. She began speaking
with a slighlt Irish brogue.
Mapes calls his show PSI for the
"positive self improvement" he
believes hypnosis may give to those
who need it. He lost almost 100 pounds and quit smoking with the help of a
hypnotist while he was at college.
Besides the shows he gives on campuses, he also teaches a seminar on
hypnosis that he aid can eliminate
anything from telision to a nasty habit.
Generally, the crowd was very impresed with Mapes' presentation said
Chadbourne Hall resident, Cathy
Clark,"It was so funny. I laughed
through most of it. It was entertaining
for those who didn't get hypnotized,
but you still believe in it."

WMEM TOP TEN

I. Pretenders

II

2. Rolling Stones
3. Psychadelic
Talk Talk

Tatto You
Furs

Talk

4. The Kinks
Give the People
What They Want
5. Go Go's
Beat

Beauty and The

6.Mission of Burma
Calls and Marches
7.Nils Lofgrin
Away
8. Iggy Pop
9. Little Feat

Signals

Night Fades
Party
Hey Hey

10. Rickie Lee Jones

Pirates

No

by Darcie McCann
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The entertainment alternative
Rte. 16, Alton

On a low budget this fall? Well,check out
The Happy Acres Bottle Club We offer
the best in Rock n' Roll at the most affordable
prices.Just pay the cover, B.Y.O.B. and figure
your savings!
Friday & Saturday Sept. 25 & 26
Rock n9 Roll with Emperess
Coming Oct 241k3 Sleeper
Ice, mix, and munchies
available. Just take I-95N. Exit
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$
The Helm
This weekend featuring
•Prime Rib $7.75
•Surf & Turf Kabob $5.95
• Deepfried Shrimp $5.95

Bangor's Newest Restaurant for fine dining.
Dinner Menu includes

Happy Hour 5-6 p.m.

The Helm Mall
Downtown Bangor
947-4356
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No snowmobiles in Baxter
To the editor:
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On Thursday, Sept. 24, at 7
p.m. in 100 Nutting Hall, the
Baxter State Park Authority
(BSPA) will hold one of four
public hearings on a proposal
to permit the use of
snowmobiles in Baxter Park.
The machines have been
prohibited since 1977, but a
recent ruling by Maine
Superior Court Justice Daniel
Wathen has suggested that the
BSPA may, at its discretion,
reverse the ban.
There are several reasons
why the existing ban on
snowmobile use in Baxter
Park should be continued:
I. Percival Baxter's intent
was to create a wilderness park
for the enjoyment of the
people of Maine.
The
snowmobile is a fast, noisy
smoky affront to Baxter's
concept of "forever wild."
2. Snowmobiles and foot
travelers cannot use the same
trails.
The snowmobile's
speed is hazardous and its
smoke and noise (which
carries for miles) are offensive.
Snow packed by a
snowmobile tread quickly
becomes ice, which can't be
skied upon.
3. The existing ban on the
machine does not exclude any
person from the park.
Anyone is welcomed, who, in
Baxter's words "...is willing to
walk and make an effort to get
close to nature..."
4. Snowmobiles are not the
same as automobiles when it
comes to using the park
perimeter roads. They are
akin to motorcycles and
now
both
motorboats,
prohibited from the park
because they are offensive to
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Stephen Betts' editorial
"Farcical
Faiths"
has
stimulated widespread protest
from the local Christian community. While I think this
editorial, on the whole was ill
conceived, I cannot join in the
chorus of denunciations. Instead, I will try to provide
some constructive criticism
from a revolutionary and
Marxist viewpoint.
Marxists have always held
that it is necessary to patiently
explain that the leaders of the
world's religions are tied to the
magnates of capital the bank
tycoons, the oil barons and so
forth by a 1001 threads of
friendship and business. It is
necessary to patiently explain
that these ties inevitably bring
the leaders of religion to the
role of representatives of the
capitalist class. Consequently,
the entry of religion into the
affairs of state can only have

a great deal of harm. To overthrow the oppressive social
system we live under requires
the joint effort of the majority
of people, including religous
people. To overthrow the oppressive social system requires
that religous people come to
realize the treachery of their
misleaders, the priests and
preachers. Unfortunately, attacks on religion, as such, do
not serve this purpose. Instead they play into the hands
of the priests and preachers
We hold that the masses of who want nothing more that
religious people remain under to divide people along
the influence of priests and
religious lines and to obscure
preachers because they are the political issues.
Jerry
burdened by an oppressive Falwell could hope for nothing
social system and turn to these
more than for every Christian
misleaders for guidance. This to see the Stephen Bettses of
is the social basis for religion; this world not as partisans of
no amount of preaching social justice but as "that inagainst religion will be effec- fidel Steve Betts".
tive as long as this social basis
I hope this criticism will
continues to exist.
serve a constructive purpose.
Rallying against religion,
then, can do no good. On the
Peter R. Blum
other hand, it can and does do
260 Estabrooke
negative consequences for the
vast majority of people, as the
example of Iran illustrates.
While on these grounds,
Marxists vigorously support
the separation of church and
state, and while we vigorously
criticize
any
political
movement led by religious
leaders, we do not join in
general denunciations of
religion as such.
I will try to state the reasons
very briefly.

orm,er TKE house maygo co-op
To the editor:

The Orono Cooperative
Housing
Corporation
The Snowmobile lobby is
(OCHC) at Patch House has
working hard to win Baxter maae a proposat to the
State Park. Unless we speak
University which would enable
out at the hearings and write the co-op to rent the housing
to the BSPA members, the facility at 370 College Avenue
"forever wild" concept may (formerly Tau Kappa Epsilon
lose.
fraternity).
Should the
Adrian Humphreys
program be accepted, students
would be allowed to join the
housing cooperative and live
at the new residence in
January of 1982 (spring
semester). OCHC is looking
for students interested in living
in
a cooperative arrangement
To the editor:
as an alternative lifestyle.
A cooperative lifestyle, such
I can't survive much longer
without a shot of carbonation
to help digest the cafeteria
food. I need Coke, it keeps me
awake in class, it cures
hangovers. Ross Moriarty did To the editor:
this to me and I've never even
met him. Now I understand Thanks so much to Charlie
Dr. Thomas Aceto may be in- Mercer for being the political
volved and the final decision caricature that he so willingly
may lie on the shoulders of portrays. Because of initiative,
soon I may continue to sop up
President Silverman himself.
Before we have to call a my day's sugar as soon as the
senate subcommittee hearing soda machines are returned to
on this issue let me throw in their proper and dignified
my two cents. Put the soda places. I want you to know
back in the cafeteria and I'll how much I have been sufdecide whether or not I want fering these past weeks,
to drink it. Seems too simple, without soda I have to resort
to other means for my supply
doesn't it?
of sugar. Did not Moriarity
Daniel P. Spedden
think once that we the students
Old Town
on the whole might suffer as a

Carbonation
for survival

as the one at Patch House, is a
creative living and learning
experience. The students cook
and share household chores on
a rotating schedule. Each person is a member of the
cooperative and has an equal
vote in the coordination and
decisions of the co-op. A
board
of directors
is
nominated as well as a house
coordinator and house recorder.
Much interest has been expressed in expanding the coop. Every semester there is a
waiting list of students wanting to join. Now is the opportunity to become involved. If
the OCHC proposal is accepted by the university (Residen-

43
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tial Life), a major meeting will
be held for all interested
students. You will be able to
meet with present co-op members who will discuss the
program and answer any
questions. Posters and announcements will be made
within the next few weeks to
let you know the meeting time,
location and date. In the
mean time we would appreciate a phone call to do a
"head count" of interested
people to support the
proposal.
Your support is greatly appreciated.
Gwen Wilcox
President, OCHC
500 College Ave.

We're old enough to decidefor ourselves

\\

43

,
L 4.41

5. There are more than 15
million acres of woods and
back country in Maine already
freely available to snowmobile
users, including the entire
Bigelow preserve. Why can't
we withhold the 200,000 acres
in
Baxter
from
the
snowmobile's ravages?

To the editor:

result of the soda removal?
Did he forget that we practically grew up on sugar, and
that now, to be drastically
separated from its supply
could mean vast chemical
changes in our bodily system.?
Doesn't he know what that
could do to our bodies let
alone our minds?
Not only do I miss the sugar
in the soda, I miss the sizzling
and bubbling that accompanies that sugared water as it
swishes around my teeth and
down my throat. Where does
Moriarity get off deciding the
policies of nutrition for us. He
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the concept of a wilderness
park. Controlling the offroad use of both motorcycles
and snowmobiles is recognized
as difficult if not impossible,
even with increased park staff.

,
Revolutionary and Marxist viewpoint

-r

4

mentions that soda decays the
enamel on the teeth -well we're
old enough to decide for ourselves what it does to our
teeth. Right Charlie? I mean,
you said we are.
Sixty percent of the people
in this country are overweight.
Doesn't that prove that we eat
well and know what is good
for us? I can certainly tell you
eat well, Charlie. Keep up the
good work because you are a
very good representative for
the continued existence of
soda pop.
Joe Bauer
16 Hamlin St.
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World News
News briefs
CAMBRIDGE, MASS (AP) Scientists have isolated and transplanted a gene that protects
plants from the deadly effects of
drought and salt, a discovery they
hope will someday boost the
world's production of food.
Dr. Raymond C. Valentine, a
biologist at the University of
California at Davis, announced
the development in a speech
Wednesday at Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
The scientists discovered a gene
that keeps plants and bacteria
from drying out when there is too
little water or too much salt in the
soil.
WARSAW POLAND (AP)Solidarity's offer to compromise
on the issue of worker selfmanagement could be a "step
toward realism," the Polish
government said Wednesday.
Official sources said the
union's offer indicated the start
of "some bridge-building" that
could ease the confrontation
between the government and the
independent union.
Union leaders resolved at a
meeting Tuesday to let the government keep the exclusive right to
appoint managers of state enterprises if the regime allowed
workers a petition was a step
back from the union's previous
insistence that it have sole power
to hire and fire managers.

WASHINGTON (AP)-President
Reagan, trying to assemble a new
package of budget cuts acceptable to Congress, has backed off
a plan to delay next year's cost-of
-living increase in Social Security,
Congressional sources said Wednesday.
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Congressional sources, who
asked not to be identified by
name said the president still is
-considering recommendations for
delays in cost-of-living benefits
under several programs other
than Social Security, including
plans and
pension
some
Veterans' benefits.

A presidential spokesman,
meanwhile, declared that Reagan
has no intention of embracing the
suggestion from some quarters
that he seek a postponement of
the tax cuts already approved by
Congress as a means of holding
down the 1982 deficit.
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HOMECOMING QUEEN CONTEST 1981
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LET'S MAKE HOMECOMING 1981 ONE TO REMEMBER!

Sponsored bythe Senior Skull Society and UMO
Homecoming Committee
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Merchants National Bank
of Bangor
Come in and see us
whether you want a
savings or checking
account. Maybe you
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just want to talk about
finances. We are here

rip

to offer efficient
service in a pleasant
relaxing atmosphere.

Orono Office
Merchants
National
Bank of Bangor

at 69 Main Street
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Sports
Popular scuba club aids charity organizations
by Nancy Storey
Staff Writer
5-257562S
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The UMO scuba diving club is
becoming one of the most active clubs
on campus and has a membership of
about 50 active members.
The club, which is partially supported by Student Government, promotes
diving in Maine and plans many trips
to the coast for diving expeditions.
Also, it works in conjunction with
Dingo Search and Rescue, a non-profit
organization
which
works in
cooperation with sea and shore wardens and the sheriff's department to
help find lost people.
Fritz Senftleber, the president of the
organization, said that the club also

holds many activities for charity. The Easter egg hunt and a raffle of a formost famous of these is the underwater mal scallop dinner for two.
backgammon tournament which was
The club, whose advisor is William
held at UMO last stpring. The tour- Lucy, associate dean of student acnament, which lasted for 101 hours, tivities and organizations, accepts all
gained world recognition (including an certified divers. Anyone who is not cerarticle in a Japanese newspaper) for the tified can take a class in scuba from
Maine club. It is now considered the Lucy, who is a certified instructor. Afexpert on underwater records, Sen- ter students complete Lucy's course,
ftleber said, adding that people come they can join the club for further
from all over the U.S. and Canada for diving, Senftleber said. Many club
information on underwater records.
members aid Lucy with his classes in
All the money that was raised froth exchange for his help with the club.
the tournament was donated to the
United Way. Because of these
MyIan Cohen, vice-president of the
donations, the amount of money club, said that the club is also very inreceived from UMO students was in- terested in working with people in difcreased by 323 percent over 1980's con- ferent areas of underwater study. "We
tributions, Seftleber said.
offer our services as divers for search
Other activities which the club has and rescue, salvage and research,"
sponsored include an underwater Cohen said. "We try to be a service

oriented club."
The Scuba club will be sponsoring a
booth at the Organizational Fair for
parents' and Friends' Weekend and
will have on display a one-man submarine, last year's world-record setting
tank, and scuba gear. They also will be
selling diving club T-shirts.
On Saturday from 8-10 p.m., the
scuba club members will be participating in underwater tricycle racing,
candlepin bow ling and hockey at
Wallace Pool at UMO. The publk
welcome to attend and the club will be
accepting donations though admission
will not be charged. All proceeds that
the club makes will be given to the
United Way.

Sports Briefs
Boston-11

)
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Milwaukee-5
Gary Allenson smashed a 3-2
Reggie Cleveland pitch over the
left field wal to lead the Boston
Red Sox to a 11-5 victory over the
Milwaukee Brewers at Fenway
Park last night. The Sox exploded for eight runs in the
seventh getting five hits and five
walks off three Brewer pitchers.
It was Allenson's fifth homer
of the season and ga,e him a total
of 25 rbi's. Boston tied the score
in the seventh when shortstop
Dave Stapleton drew a bases
loaded walk.
In other American League action, it was New York over
Cleveland, 6-1, and Baltimore
over Detroit 1-0. The Sox are just
now one-half game out of first
place behind Detroit. Boston will
open a four game stand against
Cleveland tomorrow.

Yepremian cut
TAMPA FLA. (AP)- For the
third time in three years. Garo
Yepremian has lost his job to a
younger place-kicker.
The Tampa Bay Buccaneers
signed rookie Bill Capece. a
former Florida State star cut
loose this season by Houston.
and sent the 37-year-old National Football League veteran
packing Wednesday. as New
Orleans did last year and Miami
the year before.
Yepremian, who owns a usedcar lot in Hollywood. Fla., has
hit 208 out of 309 field goal
attempts and is ninth in NFL
history with 1,074 points scored.
For the Bucs he made 18 of 27
field goals; 16 of 19 tries inside
the 40 and 2 of 8 outside the 40.

Interested in
science fiction
or fantasy
The Science Fiction and
Fantasy Club meets this
Thursday, Sept 24 at 7:00
p.m. in the F.F.A. room,
Memorial Union.
Coming events include an
evening with Stephen King.
All Aliens welcome!
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SHOP offers peer advice
Would you like to learn to be more
assertive, manage stress more effectively, develop better communication
skills, and explore the many ways you
can have more fun as a responsible
drinker or non-drinker? Then do we
have a deal for you...
If you are a new student at UMO,or
even if you are a returning student; you
might not be aware of the services that
are available to you through the SHOP
(Students Helping Others Program).
For starters, you might want to know
who we are. The SHOP is a group of
students who are interested in helping
themselves and other students become
more effective in dealing with "college
life" and to develop responsible attitudes toward drinking. How do these
two goals relate? Very closely, for as
we grow and become more effective in
coping with problems and challenges

which are forever cropping up at
college (or anywhere), the less we need
alcohol and other external means to
cope. The less we use alcohol as a
coping mechanism, the more responsible our use becomes.
What we try to do in the SHOP is
help students develop the skills
necessary to accomplish the goals we
frequently use alcohol to accomplish.
Goals like: feeling self-confident at a
party, relieving stress ('blowing off
some steam', as they say), feeling good
about ourselves, dealing with
loneliness, dealing with problems (or
not dealing with them), being a part of
a group, etc. We give workshops in the
halls on these various skills; assertiveness, stress management, effective
communication, the power of positive
thinking, and problem-solving. We
also lead group discussions on alcohol

and sexuality, peer pressure, and
drinking and values. Our workshops
are focused toward the specific needs
of college students and designed to be
informal, fun and informative. They
arc intended for normal people, like
you and me, who are interested in learning more about themselves and in
growing.
We will be visiting your hall soon
and hopefully be able to meet with you
at a section meeting or informally to
see how we can work with you and
your R.A.s in meeting your needfi. If
you would like to learn more about the
program and how you can become a
member, call Dave Lee at 581-2147.
And remember "The great thing in this
world is not so much where we stand,
as in what direction we are moving"
Oliver Wendall Holmes Jr.

Living Learning entersfifth year
Enthusiasm is high as we start the
fifth year of the Living Learning
Program in Cumberland Hall. Membership on the seven student committees that run the program is higher
than all of last year--with 65 students
serving.
The Curriculum Committee is preparing a survey in order to set up
mini-courses. They are also working
closely with the computer center as we
near completion of the installation of
our computer terminal.
The Membership Committee will
soon send out forms to all Living
Learning students, staff and faculty
members for demographic information. This will be compiled into a
resource directory entitled Who's.
Who in Cumberland to be sent to
Living Learning participants and their
parents.
We had excellent attendence on the
part of both faculty and students at our
first weekly Wednesday luncheon. At
that time seven students volunteered
to work with Dr. Hugh DeWitt, our
new faculty in residence, to plan
luncheon topics for discussions and
invite special guests. This is one of
two new committees in the program
this year.
The other new committee is Student
Academic Advisors (SAAs). Fourteen
students were selected in the spring to
serve in Cumberland in this capacity.

They returned to school early with
Welcome Day Assistants for an
afternoon of training and planning. To
date they have been most helpful to
their peers in Cumberland by answering questions about add /drop, how to
find classes, how to contact faculty
advisors, and finding tutorial assistance. They are currently developing a
tutoring program within Cumberland
Hall and are also setting up a
career/academic resource library in a
small room in our basement.
Our dynamite DGB recently planned a Living Learning booth for the
Organizational Fair at which we will
raise money to help support our
sponsored child in Thailand.
Finally, our Living Learning Magazine staff will be meeting in the
coming week to start writing articles,
stories and other creative pieces.
Anyone may contribute creative material to our magazine which is
published at least once each semester
and sent to Living Learning participants. staff and faculty contributors.
Although our new Academic Coordinator. Frank Roberts. and Faculty in
Residence, Hugh DeWitt, have been
operating in a rather low key manner
so far, we expect that they will become
more actively involved with the
students as we work together on
committees and attend Living Learning events.

If you wish to participate in our
program or wish to know more about
it. please contact Nancy Campbell.
Resident Director, Cumberland Hall
or any Cumberland Hall resident.

Ram's Horn offers
varied atmospheres
Ram's Horn is a small building
nestled on the south end of campus at
the end of Grove Street Extension by
the York Village Apts. It houses exciting programs in a non-alcoholic setting. On Sunday, Tuesday and Thursday, "Soup Kitchen", 5-7 p.m., serves vegetarian soups and casseroles,
homemade bread, etc. Monday night,
the building is open 7-11 p.m. for quiet
conversation and study. As the winter
approaches, a fire in the fireplace
makes for a warm atmosphere. Friday
and Saturday night, the Ram's Horn is
alive with music and entertainment
that varies from jamming to jazz, from
standup comedians to Dinner Theatre.
Soda, juice, pizza and snacks are served.
Ram's Horn kicks off its year with
dinner and entertainment by "Joy
Spring", October 3. Tickets available
at the Memorial Union, September 30,
October 1-2. $4.00.
Monday Study and Staff Musk now
every Monday 7-11 p.m. Please bring
no alcohol.

York programs help new students adjust
This past week York Hall sponsored
a series of workshops aimed at helping
students adjust to college life. The
topics ranged from relationships and
loneliness to test taking and time
management.
The first session, relationships, was
on Monday. Discussed were the pros
and cons ot being male or female. Participants at this session were asked to
convey their feelings about the opposite sex. The basic question brought
up was what people of the opposite sex
looked for in each other.

The second workshop focused on the
issue of loneliness. Talked over in this
session was the difference between
being lonely and being alone. The turnout was surprisingly small considering
the fact that loneliness is extremely
prevelant among college students.
Test taking was the third workshop
field. Discussed was the advantage of
taking accurate notes and the positive
effect this use would have on exam
scores.
The last workshop held was time
management. It is a well-known fact

among students that planning one's
time wisely is an extremely important
factor in achieving good grades. The
goal of this session was to show students how to do this. The main point
being that if one distributes his time intelligently they will have more time to
do the things they want to do.
All in all, the sessions were a success.
Something like this was just what the
students needed to help them adjust to
life in college and simply to life in
general.

Juice response great
We have been pleased with the enthusiastic student interest in the new
juice machines in the dining commons.
One student asked if they contained
added sugar. The orange, pineapple,
grapefruit, and apple juices contain
only juice concentrate, NO SUGAR
ADDED. Only the lemonade and
grape juice have added sugar.

Free tutoring service
offered by Onward
The Onward Program will be offering free tutorial services during the
upcoming academic year to students
meeting certain eligibility requirements. All students who are low income,
physically handicapped, members of a
minority group, and all veteran,
qualify to receive this service. In addition, persons receiving assistance
through programs such as AFDC,
Vocational Rehabilitation, WINS, etc.
are eligible.
People wishing to utilize the Onward
Tutoring Program can contact
Michael Blier, Onward Building,
Flagstaff Road, UMO Campus; or call
2551 for an appointment.

Bear's Den provides
Vali-Dine credits
Super hearty sandwiches such as the
Reuben, Fillet of Chickenbreast,
Broiled Ground Beef, Pastrami on
Rye, Italian Specialities and Pizza are
among the choices offered by the
Bear's Den Restaurant. Students with
a Vali-Dine Meal Plan may receive a
credit of $2.25 by presenting their meal
cards when ordering dinner. This will
count as a meal on the meal card. So,
if you want a change of scenery or
menu, head for the Bear's Den
Restaurant, Memorial Union. Hours
are 4:30-7 p.m., Monday through
Friday.

Good health assured
with Hilltop programs
Aerobic dance for fun, Tuesday and
Thursdays, 4-5 p.m., starting Octobei
6; Slimnastics to Music, Mondays and
Wednesdays, 6-7 p.m.. starting October 5; Hatha Yoga, Monday, 8-9
p.m., starting October 5; Tone & Trim,
for women only, Mondays. Wednesdays, and Fridays, 12-1 p.m.;
Weight Reduction Workshop, Thursdays, 7-8:30 p.m. starting October I;
Prevention Medicine Program, One's
Life Habits, October 6&7, 5-8 p.m.
Other programs include CPR Certification, Boxing Instruction &
Training, Basic Weight Training &
Diet, Advanced Body Building,
Powerlifting
Demonstration &
Workshop, Introduction to Basic
Massage Techniques, and a Biofeedback Smoking Demonstration.
Registration is September 28, 29, &
30, 12-5 p.m. at Oxford Hall Main
Desk 7248.

